
Starter Task: Lesson 4A: Truth and Lie (RED GROUP) 
IN GROUPS OF 4, SPLIT INTO TWO GROUPS OF TWO. THE FIRST GROUP OF TWO CAN BE THE REDS (that’s you) AND THE SECOND GROUP OF 
TWO (your opponents) ARE THE GREENS. YOUR TASK IS TO TRY AND SPOT WHEN THE GREENS ARE LYING. SOME OF THESE TIPS MAY HELP 
YOU. READ CAREFULLY, WATCH YOUR OPPONENTS CLOSELY AND LISTEN TO THE WORDS THEY USE. THEY WILL EACH TELL YOU 2 STORIES, 

INCIDENTS, OR RECOLLECTIONS. WHEN THEY HAVE DONE SO, DECIDE WITH YOUR PARTNER, HOW MANY ARE TRUE.  
(Both of the articles below are taken from @MailOnline on Twitter | DailyMail on Facebook) 

Noah Zandan, a science communicator, uses a technique called linguistic text analysis (which is based on the difference between 
how we structure the truth, and lies – can help people spot untruths) and then applies this technology to video recordings of 
famous lies. Linguistic text analysis helps people spot four common patterns in the subconscious language of lying. In his TED 
talk Noah explained that liars tend to refer to themselves less in a story. Other factors he discovered are that liars: 
HOW TO SPOT A LIAR  

1. Tend to refer to themselves less in a story that isn't true  
2. Sometimes use hypothetical situations  
3. Mention others more than usual 
4. Often use negative terms, because they are subconsciously feeling guilty, 'for example, a liar might say: “Sorry, my 

stupid phone battery died. I hate that thing,” (Mr Zanden)  
5. Overly-simplified stories because humans find it hard to construct and keep track of complex lies 
6. May have simple stories but tend to use longer, convoluted sentences 
7. Add in irrelevant but factual-sounding details in a bid to make a story sound more convincing 
8. Typically mention themselves less and talk more about others in a lie 
9. Sometimes use the third person to disassociate themselves from their lie, because they feel subconsciously guilty 
10. Tend to be more negative because on a subconscious level they feel guilty about lying  

 
JUDI JAMES’ NINE WAYS TO SPOT A LIAR    
Other researchers show that body help language can reveal when a person isn’t being truthful. Body language expert Judi James 
has revealed the key signs to look out for if you're concerned that someone is lying. These signs can help you spot a liar, but 
isn’t, she stresses, a set formula. 
 

1. The big pause: Lying is quite a complex process for the body and brain to deal with. First your brain produces the truth 
which it then has to suppress before inventing the lie and the performance of that lie.  This often leads to a longer 
pause than normal before answering, plus a verbal stalling technique like ‘Why do you ask that?’ rather than a direct 
and open response. 

2. The eye dart: Humans have more eye expressions than any other animal and our eyes can give away if we’re trying to 
hide something. When we look up to our left to think we’re often accessing recalled memory, but when our eyes roll up 
to our right we can be thinking more creatively. Also, the guilt of a lie often makes people use an eye contact cut-off 
gesture, such as looking down or away. 

3. The lost breath: Bending the truth causes an instant stress response in most people, meaning the fight or flight 
mechanisms are activated. The mouth dries, the body sweats more, the pulse rate quickens and the rhythm of the 
breathing changes to shorter, shallower breaths that can often be both seen and heard. 

4. Overcompensating: A liar will often over-perform, both speaking and gesticulating too much in order to be more 
convincing. These over the top body language rituals can involve too much eye contact (often without blinking!) and 
over-emphatic gesticulation. 

5. The poker face: Although some people prefer to employ the poker face, many assume less is more and almost shut 
down in terms of movement and eye contact when they’re being economical with the truth. 

6. The face hide: When someone tells a lie they often suffer a strong desire to hide their face from their audience. This 
can lead to a partial cut-off gesture like the well-known nose touch or mouth-cover. 

7. Actions to alleviate stress: The stress and discomfort of lying often produces gestures that are aimed at comforting the 
liar, such as rocking, hair-stroking or twiddling or playing with wedding rings. We all tend to use self-comfort gestures 
but this will increase dramatically when someone is fibbing. 

8. Micro-gestures: These are very small gestures or facial expressions that can flash across the face so quickly they are 
difficult to see. Experts will often use filmed footage that is then slowed down to pick up on the true body language 
response emerging in the middle of the performed lie. The best time to spot these in real life is to look for the facial 
expression that occurs after the liar has finished speaking. The mouth might skew or the eyes roll in an instant give-
away. 

9. Heckling hands: The hardest body parts to act with are the hands or feet and liars often struggle to keep them on-
message while they lie. When the gestures and the words are at odds it’s called incongruent gesticulation and it’s often 
the hands or feet that are telling the truth. 

Read more and see the video at: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2821767/The-language-LYING-Expert-reveals-tiny-clues-way-people-talk-
reveal-withholding-truth.html#ixzz4rEWFCUeY  
 

Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-4323860/Body-language-expert-reveals-nine-ways-spot-liar.html#ixzz4rEXKB9ZG   
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